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Gary’s Anchorage

Sunny Queensland! We spent practically all of
August in the ‘Sunshine State’s‘ care, even
though we were still in its southern latitudes. But
the weather was definitely warmer than further
south, the occurrences of strong winds (and
warnings) less prevalent, and there was now
time available to enjoy the scenery.
When we had crossed the Wide Bay Bar at the
southern end of Fraser Island we made the
conscious decision to slow down. Our
destination aim for this season had been
adjusted; the Whitsunday’s were now too far
north, and whilst we could technically get there
this season, we wouldn’t have time to enjoy
them before having to turn around and head
south again. The zenith of this sailing season
was ‘in theory’ changed to Great Keppel Island.
When the opportunity arose, the fishing rods
were actually pulled out this month, but our
techniques need a little refinement, and a lot
more practice! The spotted mackerel caught off
Fraser Island was delicious but everything else
pulled in (when we did actually catch anything)
was too small and returned to the watery deep.

Gary’s Anchorage

Bundaberg

Due to circumstances and location we didn’t get
a lot of exercise this month but the walk on
Fraser Island at Gary’s Anchorage was
enjoyable and the River Heads Walking Track on
the mainland, delightful.
Socially we met up with Mara, Kanaloa and
Kaela as well as catching up with land-based S,
M&S and R&J.
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Crossing the Queensland Border!
1st – 2nd August 2018. It wasn’t until around twenty-two hours
into our journey from Port Stephens, New South Wales that we
saw our first whale – despite the chatter of charter companies
directing each other towards specific locations. Well, at least
Andrew saw the first whale – I saw little more than large water
plumes rising inland from our (then motoring) position around
4 nautical miles off the coast.

August 2018

What the ?! But as
Andrew
pointed
out,
they
just
wanted a cheerio.
Of course they did
– We knew they’d
won their division
of the Noakes
Sydney to Gold
Coast yacht race
but as I couldn’t get on to the
internet to find out the details, we
didn’t know they’d won the race
overall on Handicap until they
hollered it as they went past. They
were a very happy bunch of boys!
Andrew knew the boat Chutzpah
in a previous life – Chutzpah
comes from Royal Yacht Club of
Victoria – Andrew’s old yacht club.
(because I wasn’t prepared for the
flyby, the only photo I have is
from behind)!

The mooring had been dropped, the anchor strapped tight,
and we headed away from Nelson Bay around 1715 on 31st
July. The sail was up at 1730 and we sailed out of Port
Stephens to the setting sun behind us. There was a short 15
minute stint of motor as we initially turned north east,
temporarily losing the wind behind Yacaaba Head, but then it
was a solid sail until 1200, August 1st. It was around 1500
when I was woken from my concentration (reading) with the Elite Yachting is a small sport
call of ‘whales.’
compared with other sports but it
This journey thus far had involved sailing at speeds ranging is also a small world and it is funny
from 2 knots to 8 knots SOG (the true speed masked by an the connections you find, however
approximate 2 knot adverse current south) and had been remote, to the entities on the
largely uneventful. The only issues I had had to deal with were water. Andrew came out of the
firstly, an oncoming fishing boat in the middle of the night – club that Chutzpah is based (one
where, in the absence of no indication of collision avoidance of two boats of the same name by
by ‘him’, I radically turned 30 degrees to starboard to indicate the owner), we know a crew
my intentions, and secondly, the emergency turn to starboard member of Fresh, another boat in
around 0900 where a fishing boat, along with several keen the race, and we have met (very
fisherman (none of whom were looking at me) emerged in briefly in a chandlery), the owner
front of Sengo and I had meters to spare. As I have a of XS Moment) and he used to
propensity to either keep my focus in one direction or on the own the boat Andrew raced on out
screen in front of me, I had not half an hour earlier noted my of Royal Yacht Club of Victoria. So
own congratulations that I had actually been looking around the six degrees of separation does
me…. However, that clearly didn’t include the blind spot indeed work.
behind the front of the sail. No collision was recorded, one
gentleman on the boat gave a short wave of Other things of note for this leg–
acknowledgement, but the rest of the crew were looking the infotrack was passing Port
from
other way. Fishing clearly is a very focusing sport – even if you Stephens on its way home
th
have a large white catamaran bearing down on you! (We won’t Brisbane after coming 4 for line
comment that we were under sail and had right of way!) honors for the same race and
Airstream (who retired at sea)
Andrew’s shifts held no such dramas.
was passed during the night – also
At around 1530 we ran into Chutzpah. Well, not literally. We heading south.
saw them coming and the next time I looked up they were
almost on our bow. Andrew changed direction but so did they.

(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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3rd August 2018. At dawn we found
Brisbane blanketed (or rather the Gold
Coast blanketed) in smoke; smoke that I’d
been smelling for the past few days up the
coast. When I emerged from inside the
covers this morning I’d even found shards
of ash on the deck! We had noticed a
major smoke stream near Yamba during
the previous 24 hours and a search of the
internet revealed two burn offs in pubic
land to that town’s north. The first lot of
smoke had produced its own clouds, the
second lot reflected brightly on rain clouds
from beneath after the sun went down.
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Welcome back to the Broadwater.
4th August 2018. Yesterday we had anchored just
outside the channel about half way between South
Stradbroke Island and Runaway Bay. We know this
section of water is busy and the aim had been for a
quick shop at the Runaway Bay Centre before a
potential move down to Marine Stadium (‘Bum’s
Bay’) for a bit more protection (from wind and
waves). However, after a sleep and then stocking up
on food, we were not all that inclined to move – not
that we didn’t want to –it was just that we were a bit
too lethargic. We slept in this morning and once
awake and back to normal I spent the day washing,
reading and cleaning…and rocking around after the
weekend warriors with party boats, para-sailors, jet
boaters and jet skiers zoom past with little or no
regard for others on the water - where the rules of
boat licenses don’t seem to count with regard to
minimum distances or minimum speeds around
boats, and bow waves are likely to upset even the
most stablelist of catamarans

I had started the day by washing the towels that
Tiger had been sick on, and then moved on to some
of our clothes. The couch covers were in also in
desperate need of cleaning (some of those had been
thrown up on too) but we were focussed on getting
Fire reflecting on
back to the shopping centre. Out front is a service
the night clouds!
station for us to fill the jerry cans up with fuel and, the
Our second full day of sailing had been weather window to head north kept changing.
again, fortunately uneventful. A dolphin, a th
5 August 2018. It was another run across to the
few whales, and the stream of race boats
Runaway Bay Centre today – two fuel runs (we only
returning south – those that weren’t
took 6 jerry’s each time, a visit to the pharmacy for a
heading north for other races/race weeks
flu shot (doesn’t require a medical appointment or a
that is. The entire 2.5-day journey was
script) and, a surprisingly helpful visit to a Telstra
mostly conducted under sail, the engines
Store (now there is a first time for everything!). The
on only when sailing would have been at
iriots had been out on the broad water again; Sengo
impossible (southbound) angles or when
had rocked that much that my pot plants had tipped
the wind was too fickle to produce any
off the helm station sill! Poor Tiger – we found him
results. The friskiest bit was coming north
hidden under the sleeping bag on
around Tweed Heads. (I seem to recall this
top of our bed = the only place to be
section being frisky last time we sailed
in these conditions.
north to Brisbane.) We had thought we
would have to slow down to make daylight,
One of the two dingy docks the
Runaway Bay Centre has for visiting
but fickle winds meant the motor went on
yachties!
for the last 15 nautical miles and we
entered the Gold Coast Seaway with flat
seas.
Pyroclastic cloud?

Must have
been a mighty
big bow wave!

(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Hiding in the bowels of a boat…
6th August 2018. For some reason I hadn’t had
a lot of energy all day. I had however
managed to wash three of the inside couch
covers, some clothes that got covered in dirt in
yesterday’s plant pot tumble, and read a bit.
But the day’s crucial job we didn’t get to until
the evening, We had somehow found Alan
Lucas’s Cruising the NSW Coast a few
months ago and I was assuming we’d find his From Broadwater anchorage
guide to the Coral Coast as well at the same
time. But we didn’t. With plans to sail out of
the Broad Water toward Fraser Island
tomorrow morning it was time we found it. The
spot I thought I’d put it was under the C3 bed.
Normally that would entail just lifting the
mattress but the C3 bed is currently occupied
with a few ‘toys’ so we had to move them first.
I then had to decant almost all that was stored
inside the storage compartment, after letting
Tiger inspect it first of course, only to find that
the book we were looking for wasn’t there. We
did find 100 Magic Miles – the guide to the Sunset overlooking Runaway Bay
Whitsundays – which would have been great
except that we had decided two days previously we wouldn’t aim that high up the coast this season.
So, with the book still AWOL, I replaced the contents underneath the C3 bed and then decanted the
port forepeak. Again there were useful books, some that I’d been looking for for a while, but not the
book that was the subject of the search. Where to next? In the bilge compartment in front of our bed
we found nothing of use and then I went searching under our bed. There were no relevant books
under the bed. But we did find something else. Many months ago we found a liquid under the port
bed. This was mainly coolant (maybe mixed with a little diesel) and was the answer to our reducing
port coolant in the engine. Here in front of us was a similar issue, but fortunately only the red of the
coolant - but it meant hat we had to clean it up. Still we hadn’t found the book. Finally, after the
clean up, I looked under the back seat in the lounge area. Buried at the bottom was the guide we
had been looking for – about two hours after we started!
7th August 2018. After doing pirouettes across the channel
in the Broad Water to clear the sum log, we exited the
Gold Coast seaway at around 0920. There was little (nor
useful) wind to start with and just as Andrew was thinking
about putting the engines on, the wind came up a bit and
the direction changed to give us some forward
momentum. And then it went north, meaning to maintain
the sail we ended up on a heading of 45 degrees
magnetic (we should have been heading at 7 degrees
magnetic). As the wind died off to almost nothing and we
were doing 1.9 knots I put the engines on but fortunately
the wind changed again and 5 minutes later we were back
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

on track, albeit at slightly just less than
5 knots. Eventually the wind changed
again and we were doing 6-8 knots. A
tern joined us at 1320, landing on the
lifelines of the bow and trying to
balance like he was performing on a
tightrope. He left us at 1335 when all of
a sudden we were doing 11 knots! The
wind had suddenly got up to 25 knots
apparent and I raced to the helm to
help Andrew knowing that perhaps
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action stations were needed.
Andrew declared a reef was needed
so the fishing line was brought in,
the genoa furled and we reefed
down. Back on track we were now
back to doing 8 knots with a true
wind speed in the low 20’s. What a
morning!
Close enough to see the
barnacles. I was inside when I
heard an excited hale from the helm
and I raced out to find out what was
going on. All that was left was a
clear patch of water about 5 meters
to our starboard side where two
whales had just gone under. Both
mother and calf had emerged in
front of Sengo, where Andrew had
taken drastic measures to avoid
them. There is a legal limit for how
close you can get to whales - but I
don’t think anyone’s told the whales!

August 2018

waves to get me frustrated, although not queasy. Upon
checking inside however, the movement had been enough
to spur on a fur-ball which was nicely positioned across
the towel I had washed a few days ago and the cushion
cover I had washed yesterday – ah well, back to the
laundry.
Coming around the top of Morton Island presented us with
another bouncy ride where deep water met shallow and I
had to steer off line to avoid being run over by BBC
Brisbane – the AIS distance at one point indicating a
cross over of 16 feet. Danger past and back on track we
scooted along at 6-7 knots – the wind clocking further
behind us, but hovering now in the 20- 25 true mark – I am
sure this wasn’t forecast.
It was meant to be a 26 hour sail – based on 5 knots – but
it turned out to be 19 hours, which meant either we could
take the morning high tide through the bar – before the
sun had risen, or we could anchor in the dark. Neither
option was perfect but as the Wide Bay Bar is probably
better traversed during daylight if you are not a local, we
anchored instead, putting the pick down to the north of the
already present 4 mast lights (one of which was a cat that
had been sailing inshore a bit before us) and went to bed.
It was just starting to get to morning twilight when we went
to bed but I was surprised at the terrain when I awoke in
sunshine. We’ve never stayed here before and whilst I
knew there were hills around the headland (near Double
Island Point), I did expect to be anchored in front of a
beach receding to sand dunes – not as I discovered when
I awoke, tall sand cliffs. The perspective is not obvious
until you realise that the small dot on the beach is a 4WD!

Sailing past the gap between North
Stradbroke and Morton Island had
its challenges; the outgoing water
creating enough bounce in the

(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Tin Can Bay
8th August 2018. Officially high tide was around
1830 so the ‘cross two hours before or closer to
high tide’ suggestion would mean crossing
around 1630 or later – getting close to sundown
and heading into western sunlight.
Having
spoken to another boat (who was way up north)
and being advised that they got in (in much
rougher weather) closer to low tide that we’d
probably be okay to head toward the bar around
the 1300 mark. It is 10 nautical miles from our
anchorage to the first waypoint (Tin Can Bay
Coast Guard gives you three way points to line
up) and we left slightly earlier than this. We
weren’t the only boat to do so. We didn’t bother
putting up any sails, although one stalwart boat
had full sails up (he did end up behind us but I do
suspect he had the engines on in the end - there
was little wind). Because of our projected late
crossing we were originally going to head into
Pelican Bay to stop overnight and head south
toward Tin Can Bay township in the morning,
however, having found ourselves with a bit more
time we anchored on the edge of the mooring
field in Tin Can Bay in around mid afternoon.
When we had put the anchor down we were
conscious of the mooring (hardly noticeable)
behind us, so pulled the chain in a bit after we
initially set it. This was a good until I sat down on
the back port step with a glass of red (the first I’d
had for a while) to watch the sun go down. I was
immediately up again, placing the glass (plastic)
somewhere where it wouldn’t move and told
Andrew we had to pull some more chain in. What
I’d noticed was another mooring, yellow but
covered in green slime, underneath the water’s
surface around a meter off the back of our
swinging port hull. We pulled the chain in again,
around two meters to clear it (hopefully) and
hoped its line down to the substrate hadn’t come
in contact with our prop.

Sunset near Tin Can Bay
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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9th August 2018. The first thing we did this
morning was move Sengo. Whilst we now
thought we were now clear of the yellow
mooring discovered yesterday evening,
extrapolating the distances between the two
moorings now behind us meant, quite
possibly, there was another mooring directly
underneath us. Fortunately I don’t think there
was, and we lifted the anchor without any
issues, anchoring further north, to the west of
yachts that were clearly on anchor. After
breakfast we had a visit from Kaela – Kaela
is a Fontaine Pajot Belize but the owners
have just purchased a Leopard 44 and
wanted to a) introduce themselves and b) ask
all sorts of questions re how we organise
ourselves and manage the space (the
Leopard 44 and Leopard 48 are similar
boats, ours is just a tiny bit bigger). In the
afternoon we took a tinnie ride to Carlo Point
– which was exceptionally wet due to the
wind and wave direction and the fact we had
four in our tinnie. Carlo Point has a caravan
park (ice-creams and cold drinks available at
office only), a houseboat hire mob, a café
open Tuesday to Sunday (various times) and
a boat ramp. There is room on the back side
of the pontoon of the boat ramp to tie up your
tender and not be in the way of people
launching their boats. There are leads into
Carlo Point that should be followed at low
tide, even in a tinnie.

Heading towards Carlo Point

Between the caravan park and the shore at
Carlo Point there is a thin strip of park land
and mature trees and I noted that this would
be a good place for watching birds – the
calls were prolific. This was confirmed
several days later when we noticed two
groups of birdo’s pull up and walk around
(they were looking for a regent honeyeater
that had been spotted several days before
(not normally found in this area)).
7
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10th August 2018. It was a casual morning; a bit
of reading and relaxation before I got a spurt of
consciousness and attached a few areas that
needed some good metal polishing (I didn’t finish
these to my satisfaction, but at least I’ve started).
After lunch we headed into town to go shopping.
The (small) public jetty is placed in between the
public boat ramp and the Coast Guard Jetty. It is
about a two kilometre walk to the IGA on the
road but we detoured via the chandlery on the
east side to the marina and had a cuppa at the
Bar and Grill café/restaurant on the west side of
the marina. After shopping and back near the
tinnie, we stuck our heads into the coast guard
to say hello and discovered Mara was back in
town. The yacht club is apparently in between
chefs and we didn’t go to the evening ‘bring your
own bbq’ – apparently there were 30 or so
sailors there.
11th August 2018. Last time we had pulled into
Tin Can Bay in 2015 it was to catch up with other
boaties. This time it was to catch up with
4Wdrivers. We were hoping to catch up with
them at Tin Can Bay as this was an easier tinnie
run but the only accommodation they could get
was at Carlo Point. So we negotiated the
channel back to the Carlo Point boat ramp and
found we had to head into Rainbow Beach for a
cuppa anyway – the café for some reason had
decided it wasn’t open this particular weekend.
We ingratiated ourselves into the company for
dinner at the Rainbow Beach Sports Club and
headed back to boat a couple of hours later.
Whilst there are channel markers into Carlo,
these are unlit, so it was a challenge to find the
channel markers in
the dark. Add to this
I was feeling ‘very’
sick (we are not
sure what this was
due to – I had the
shanks for dinner)
and it wasn’t a
pleasant trip back.

(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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12th August 2018. Having been surprised at
their arrival into Tin Can Bay two days
previously, we found time to catch up with
Mara, as we hadn’t seen them for around 2.5
years. Most of the morning was spent recapping
adventures and catching up on gossip. In the
afternoon we were delighted that a local boatie
was willing to lend us a car to get to Caloola
Cove (around 6 kilometres away). Tin Can Bay
has an IGA but Caloola Cove has a Woolworths
(all that was open in its little shopping centre on
Sunday) and we headed across to stock up on
items that the IGA just couldn’t supply us with.
All was well until we tried to come back. Being a
cruising boatie, this particular car hadn’t’ been
driven for a while and whilst all was good on the
way over, the battery decided to die in the car
park on the way back. We got our shopping in
the boot and then ourselves in the car and then
nothing happened. For a second we even
managed to lock the doors and we were
temporarily stuck in the heat, but we worked
that one out. It was a complete stranger offering
a jump-start that saved us. I was expecting him
to bring his car over, instead he brought what
looked like a computer storage disk with a
couple of jumper leads coming out of it. It was
small, it was compact, and, amazingly, it
worked!

Tin Can Inlet

Tin Can Inlet
13th August 2018. We didn’t pick the right time
for this little adventure but on a dropping tide
we headed down to the bottom of Tin Can
Inlet. A higher tide would have allowed us to
explore the nooks and crannies in the tinnie
but we had to keep mid stream with reducing
water. Some sections to the north would be
deep enough to anchor Sengo (it would be a
lovely quiet spot) if only we could get under the
power lines (14m HAT)!

8
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Kauri Creek
14th – 17th August 2018. Kauri Creek lies north of the Wide
Bay Bar and even for us requires a tide to get in. Once
inside it provides good enough complete protection, the
bank is lined with mangroves and in some areas tall trees
provide the next level of vegetation further inland. The
south side of Kauri Creek is occupied by the Military; the
north side predominantly abuts Tuan State Park, until it
runs into the Military Boundary further inland - and the
notice on the bank was angled in such a way that we
weren’t sure whether it was just the land we weren’t
allowed on or the waterway as well. We had come into the
creek on the morning of the 14th August and spent the
afternoon fishing off the back of Sengo (succeeding in
nothing but feeding the fish). On the 15th we went exploring
up stream, popping in to the Hedley Camping Ground to
suss out the facilities – there are none (at least in the area
we stopped at) – I was hoping for a picnic table but
booking is on-line and the only things we saw that were
supplied were metal rims for fire places. The 16th was
spent cleaning some of the deck and conducting a bit of
maintenance polishing. The day was nice and when the
wind was not blowing it was hot enough to have to come
out of the sun. Three houseboats and a small power boat
came into the creek to join us in the afternoon and the
creek was suddenly full of fishos. Fortunately they were not
too noisy overnight.

Sengo in Kauri Creek – Fraser Island in the
background

Stopped at Hedley Camping Ground

On the morning of the 17th just as I was
enjoying the call of the eastern whip birds,
the houseboats next door turned on head
banging music (at 0700!): fortunately they
left soon after. We spent the quiet of the
morning fishing from the tinnie – mostly
drifting. We lost a lure, gained a hook and
a swivel - and fed the fish.
Bird list Kauri Creek:
Pelican, Royal spoonbill, White ibis, White bellied sea eagle, Whistling
kite, Brahminy kite, Black winged stilt, Eastern Curlew, White faced
heron, Pied oyster catcher, Brown honeyeater, Peaceful dove, Pied
cormorant, Osprey, Welcome swallow, Caspian tern
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Kauri Creek

Kauri Creek
Kauri Creek

Kauri Creek

Kauri Creek

Gary’s Anchorage
18th August 2018. We awoke to Pea soup. This put a kybosh on our
idea of paddle boarding (we haven’t yet tried our new paddle boards).
The fog lifted around 0800 only to come back in again at 0900. I heard
engine noise and not knowing whether it was tinnies of those keen
fisherman imminent in our vicinity, or the noise of other boats heading
up the channel outside the creek, I went into defence mode –
occasionally giving three hoots on the horn; although Andrew did point
out that with three quick hoots I was indicating I was going backwards,
as opposed to one long and two short blasts which is the standard fog
sounding. When the fog did lift (a little before 1000), Fraser Island was
still covered in cloud –somewhat reminiscent of a cigar – or of snow or Kauri Creek
katabatic winds coming over the top of a mountain. Andrew fished off
back and finally caught two fish (too small – they were both thrown back). Something with bigger
teeth sheared off his hook altogether– twice! In the end we still fed the fish. I lost a bucket overboard
– we kept an eye on it but I knew that the next fishing boat would pick it up (it was a good bucket) –
and they did – if they didn’t we would have launched the tinnie = now someone has a good bucket
and we are running out of them. I soaked the spinnaker lines in fresh water, and washed some of
the roof.
In the afternoon we took the rising tide and moved out of Kauri Creek. Getting the (appropriately
named ‘tenacious’ in the guide) mud off the anchor was a challenge –the sticky, grey, shell
conglomerate was well and truly hanging on to the anchor and chain. When we finally emerged into
the channel it was blowing 17 knots but unfortunately the wind dropped off as soon as we turned
north. It was a slow, smooth genoa sail to the popular Gary’s Anchorage and 10 other boats were
already anchored there. Gary’s is notorious for sand flies; they were there but we were pleasantly
surprised at how few.
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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19th August 2018. Strong winds were
predicted from the south west, as we
knew they had been for the past few
days, which is why we had seemingly
separated ourselves from the crowd at
Gary’s Anchorage when we’d come in,
anchoring on the north east side of the
mangrove island to the south east of
Stewart Island – most boats were (all
bar one) near the picnic tables on land
at the southern end). Funnily enough,
as today progressed every yacht
made the move to the top end of the
waterway, temporarily making us the
southern most boat until one
‘Halvenesque’ power boat moved up
to our southern side. For some reason
most of the power boats stayed put, I
wonder if they thought they were
tougher. I spent the day cleaning
bathrooms (as you do) and doing
other mundane household tasks – it
was too windy to go exploring.
20th August 2018. I was glad we’d
waited until today to get off boat. The
wind was almost non-existent and it
was a pleasant tinnie ride across to
the
official
beach
at
Gary’s
Anchorage. Here there are three
picnic tables (one under cover) some
interps on who Gary was (a local man
born on the island who camped here
and, amongst other things, helped
track down Ned Kelly), the wildlife and
of course the obligatory croc and
dingo warning signs. The track that
goes past the anchorage to the south
has a gate across it and a sign to its
side indicating no access to cars,
motorcycles and 4WD’s (the gate is
closed but the ‘no road’ sign has been
moved to the side). An old sign
adjacent the gate indicates that traffic
is prohibited due to the state of the
bridge. I suspect however that access
can be given by permit, as exploring
the road to the north, a sign at a
junction has directions to Ungowa in
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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one direction and to Hook Point in
the other. You can’t get to Hook
Point unless you head down the
barred track (or you go via the
beach which doesn’t seem an
option in this area).
Birdlife was, as expected for a midafternoon, mild – some activity but
little actually identified due to fast
flight and thickish bush. A bronze
wing pigeon was the only bush bird
positively identified. A goanna
however was also disturbed and he
did the expected usual ‘look at me,
I’m a tree’ routine. After a quick
look at the northern end of the arm
into the anchorage we returned for
a quiet afternoon.
As we were relaxing I noticed a
largish size tinnie drifting into the
anchorage somewhat behind us
but didn’t take too much notice of it.
Shorty after I noticed a dingy from
an adjacent boat head over
towards it, the first now wedged in
the mangroves. It didn’t occur to
me until sometime later that the
drifting tinnie was in fact vacant.
Not too worried about this and
assuming
the
person
that
investigated it had reported it I
focussed on other things until
Andrew pointed out, now that the
tide had changed, the vacant tinnie
was now floating out again. It was a
big tinnie (commercially registered)
and a potential hazard. We headed
back out to launch our tinnie, the
idea being to secure the rogue
tinnie and then go and check out
what our neighbour had done about
reporting it. Well, we didn’t get far.
Andrew started his tinnie but the
starter cord didn’t go back in. He
was ready to head off on a rescue
mission but on my insistence he
decided to sort his own issues out
first. The last thing I wanted was for
the tinnie engine to play up further,
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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or complications with the starter cord prevent a return to
Sengo, with an outgoing tide, and with me unable to help. So
we dragged our tinnie back to the boat and loaded it on board
for Andrew to start tinkering. In the mean time our neighbour
had seen the now floating rogue tinnie and went over to
rescue it. I hope he didn’t think us rude, his poor inflatable
was so small compared with the interloper and we saw him
struggle to move it, and then secure it on the Fraser Island
side of the waterway. We couldn’t help him. Andrew had the
engine top off, stripping the engine down to where the pull
cord issue was. A broken spring needed to be fixed (a jury rig
didn’t work) and short of an emergency start (there is an
option but not ideal) we were left at the mercy of oars (totally
impractical against the tide!).
Anchored near Bennet Creek – Fraser Island

21st August 2018. The pick was up at 0700 and on a
dropping tide we eked our way over the 0.4m (LAT) at the
top end of Gary’s Anchorage and headed for the Sheridan
Flats. Ideally you are on a rising tide doing the dog leg at
Sheridan Flats just in case, but we had estimated we would
have enough water. The port buoys had changed position in
relation to our chart plotter (I do note that the buoyage
system here is from north to south and the port buoys are
actually passed to starboard) but we came through
unscathed. There is a ‘short’ cut here as well, also with very
shallow areas that need to be negotiated, and as clearly the
sand bars are changing, If we were to try that it would
definitely be on a rising tide. The original plan for today had
been to make our way into the heads of the Mary River with
the aim of heading up to Maryborough on the 22nd and
sorting out the sourcing and fitting of a new spring for our
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tinnie. However, on the assumption of the river
being muddy we headed across to anchor off
Fraser Island to make some water before
heading inland. Subsequently the anchor was
down around 0930 near Bennet Creek on the
west side of Fraser Island.
Andrew called the last the mechanic we used
in Maryborough (in 2016), but as he isn’t a
Johnson dealer, he couldn’t help us with the
tinnie spring. He did however put us on to
someone in Urangan who could. This of
course meant that unless we wanted to be
social with the Mary River Marina mob (the
ownership has changed slightly since last we
were there but 50% of the staff are the same).
there was no point heading all the way up to
Maryborough. So after a bout of filling the
water tanks off Bennet Creek, and a bit of
fishing (in glorious, calm (millpond), sunny
weather) we headed off to find some shelter
for the expected northerlies for the next few
days.

From Turtle Island anchorage –looking north east

22nd August 2018. For the northerly shelter we
were looking for, and for somewhere a bit
different (with less people and clearer water)
we had made our way from adjacent Bennet
Creek on Fraser Island, between the sand
banks to between the top north-west corner of
Turkey Island and the mainland. The anchor
set first go and we settled down to a quiet
evening. The morning was serene; the odd
fishing boat shot past but apart from that we
were alone. However on rethinking our
options for fixing our tinnie, our stay here
turned out to be very short. We moved (under
motor) from Turkey Island to River Heads
(inside) around lunch time.
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Where’s Swally?
Sengo has always been
an attractant for swallows
(the little birds seem to like
boats) and the birds sitting
on the lifelines down the
sides
provide
entertainment for Tiger

Trying to keep an
eye or missing
swallows in the
scuppers

from inside the cabin. We
do, of course, discourage
their perching and the pair
that took up residence in
Kauri Creek moved to the
front of the boat on the
crossbar. We discouraged this also and they
moved downstairs. We were thinking they were
just perching on the bridle… They weren’t in
the scupper under the front cockpit – despite
the fact this has been a favoured place for
swallows in the past – a fact not lost on Tiger
who spent hours staring towards the holes in
the hope to see his pesky little friends. We
could hear them, we just couldn’t see them.
What these little passerines were actually
doing was building a nest! We discovered their
homemaking efforts where the anchor chain
comes over the bow roller into the anchor
locker as we raised the anchor to leave Kauri
Creek, and of course we destroyed their
foundations. The swallows in question were not
happy with this intrusion and made us perfectly
aware of their despair
(flying around us
chattering
disapprovingly,
and
even
discouraging other swallows from getting too
close) all the way to Gay’s Anchorage, where
they proceeded to reassess their options and
think about rebuilding another one. We did not
notice them follow us from Gary’s Anchorage a
few days later but we ended up with another
really keen pair in Bundaberg – even getting
further in their building efforts in the same spot.
Kauri Creek nest
foundations

Bundaberg nest
foundations
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The Shopping Centre consists of a
small IGA (for sale), a real estate
agent, a pharmacy, Kingfisher Resort
Tour Office, and a café (also for sale)
around the back (with pleasant views
over the confluence of the Mary and
Susan rivers (and the parkland we
couldn’t access). We were hoping for
a big shop but, because we are fussy,
the IGA had limited suitable stuff. We
did however get enough fruit, vegies
and a few sausages that would see us
through the next couple of days.

Morning Fog – River Heads

River Heads
23th August 2018. River Heads is situated on the north
headland where the Mary and Susan Rivers pour out into
the Great Sandy Straits. Our first landing at River Heads
was interesting to say the least. On a dropping tide
(unfortunately) we headed for what looked like a loading
ramp, situated (according to the satellite image on
whereis.com), in the Susan River below the River Heads
‘shopping centre’. The loading ramp was a conglomerate of
rocks (that apparently was a loading ramp for barges at
one point in the past) but doesn’t extend very far out into
the river and at low tide there is an awful lot of mud to slog
through to get to anything solid (which fortunately we didn’t
end up enduring as we were back in time and the water
had just dropped to the start of the mud). We discovered,
after tying the tinnie to a mangrove, that despite the look of
a park land above this landing, the land at the top of the
‘ramp’ was fenced off (despite looking like it is part of the
shopping area) and we had to follow the road to the right to
try and get to where we wanted to go. We cheated a bit.
We didn’t keep following the road around; next to the
shopping area is a house and next to that a vacant block of
land (for sale) so we walked up the hill across this to save
time.
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

What we were really looking for was a
way to get to town. The original idea
had been to stock up on food at River
Heads (it seemed to be the closest
supermarket
to
any
potential
anchorage in the area) and then head
around and anchor south of the
Urangan Boat Harbour and take the
adjacent creek to the main road to
pick up the part for the tinnie (which
wasn’t near a supermarket hence the
stock up at River Heads idea).
However, the predicted winds were
north easterlies and easterlies for the
next few days which would have
meant we would be anchoring south
of Urangan Boat Harbour on a lee
shore. Hence we decided to search
out an alternative. Apparently, at one
stage a few years ago, there was a
trial bus service to River Heads (all of
13 kilometres from Urangan). The trial
ended
and
the
service
was
discontinued. There is no public
transport here despite this being the
point of departure for most of the
barges across to Fraser Island. If
patrons are staying at Kingfisher
Resort they are mostly catered for by
company busses and of course if they
aren’t then tourists generally have
their own cars. The estimated taxi fare
is $45 each way!!! There is a quoted
$23 return ticket from a charter bus
company with an affiliation for
Kingfisher Resort patrons (with limited
availability), but we weren’t resort
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patrons. The taxi fare was horrendous (for a 26 kilometre round trip) and
we saw somewhere in the www someone mention a limousine service but we didn’t search this out. We did get offers of possible assistance for
a trip to town if in the next hour by one local, and the definite offer of an
afternoon drive in from another (Thanks Rob et el) but in the end it
wasn’t needed. To take up either of these offers we first had to know
whether our part had arrived, and back at boat (after a run in with
fisheries – see below) we rang the supplier. Not only had it arrived but
there was a customer in the shop who came from River Heads and was
heading back there – how is that for timing? So we had to scramble back
in the tinnie, play with the emergency start, and this time headed over to
the new boat ramp (apparently about a year old and not listed in our 4
year -old cruising guide) to await our delivery.
With the tinnie coil finally in hand we thought we had better head back to
thank Rob for his offer to take us into town and let him know he wouldn’t
be needed. We ended up at the café for the next few hours, over looking
the rivers, discouraging the magpies and butcher birds (the café supplies
water bottles with squirters for this task) and talking to some (really)
fascinating locals. It was here we were told
about a walking track back to the boat ramp (we
had walked into ‘town’ via the road). The River
Heads Walking Track is above the mangroves.
And it was delightful.
Where’s the squirter?

View from Cafe

View from walking track

View from walking track

Despite it being the middle of the day the birdlife along the 900 metre track
was prolific (if not mostly too quick to be identified). Numbers dropped off
in the small vine forest (rainforest like) section of this track near the boat
ramp car park (as you would expect them to) but there were still many
melodious calls emanating from amongst the trees. The walk starts (ends
actually), ironically along the track we had originally come to shore on,
opposite the vacant block we had skirted through to go shopping. There is
an extra track here that leads down to the mangroves with a gap that may
just be the ‘gap in the mangroves’ that the 4-year old cruising guide was
talking about regarding access to shore. It doesn’t matter now – the new
boat ramp is terrific.
View from walking track

Back up start

The bird list for River Heads (includes
species seen on the River Heads Walking
Track) – Rainbow bee-eater, White faced
heron,
Magpie,
Raven
(sp?),
Pied
butcherbird, Great egret, Rainbow lorikeet,
Eastern curlews, Noisy minors, Pied
cormorants, (species not identified) terns,
Blue faced honeyeater, Welcome swallow,
(female) Wren (species not identified), Black
faced cuckoo shrike, Grey shrike thrush, Willy
wagtail, Mudlark,, Australian figbird, Little
friarbird, White bellied sea eagle, Kookaburra
(heard), Bar shouldered dove, Lewin’s
honeyeater.
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

From this…
…To this

Unless
you’ve tried it
you have no
idea how hard it is to coil a piece
of metal small enough to fit into its
spring holder for a starter cord
(even though it was partially
coiled to start with!) Proudly
achieved with minimal
swearing….

Dodgy Poachers
–
that’s what Fisheries
called us – it was only
tongue in cheek –
eventually…but
they
did originally wonder
what we were doing at
a defunct boat ramp
with a non Queensland
registration when the
new boat ramp was just
down the coast a bit!
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Bundaberg
24th – 31st August 2018
24th August 2018. We
motored out of the Mary
River at 0730 (1.5 hours after
our original planned leaving
time) and had the motor on
all day. Ahead of us the sun
shone
throughout
the
duration of the trip although
behind us there were two
compact rain events off
Platypus Bay on Fraser
Island; one just north of
Moon Point and one just
south of Rooney Point. We
saw no whales, despite the
chatter amongst the Whale
Watching charter operators
of the pods and the numbers
of
individuals
scattered
around the area. There was
sighting apparently of a
mother and calf southern
right whale- which is unusual
- but the chatter did admit
that the whales were a little
light on the ground (in the
water) today. We made the
Burnett River late afternoon
and changed our plans for
anchoring in the small area
east
of
the
marina.
Tomorrow’s winds were due
to hit 15-20’s and that area
has limited protection from
the predicted wind direction
(and would also be prone to
any incoming swell) so we
headed upstream a bit,
anchoring upstream of the
mooring field west of the
Sugar Sheds.

(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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25th August 2018. The music
was already paying when we
got to Ocean Fest at the Port
Marina around 1100, an hour
after the event’s official
opening. The crowd was
substantial, although I have
heard
in
recent
years
numbers have been greater.
Ironically we didn’t get into
the shed of Ocean Seafoods
to buy any seafood but we did
have a chat to the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Authority,
the local VMR (who want the
Comparing the size of a crocodile
State Government to take head to the sixe of Andrew’s feet!
them over as opposed to Tin
Can Bay VMR who are hoping AMSA will take them over),
and the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection
(whose stall seemed mainly focused on crocodiles). We also
caught up with Kanaloa, spent some time listening to the
bands and went home with almost more fresh strawberries
than we could eat. The event was also full of food stalls, local
artists, local organisations and government facilities (local
schools and the navy cadets) and a banner for the
department of Home Affairs – ‘working to resolve immigration
status’ – this is akin to the tout of ‘stopping the boats’….
Really – I thought we might have got past that mantra now
that the leadership has changed – maybe not.

Spending one’s
time on intellectual
pursuits….not sure
I will try the
German though….
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The Bundaberg Rum distillery at night
(photo taken from Sengo so apologies for lack of clarity)

On Monday 27th August we moved upstream
to Bundaberg Town Reach. We had good
holding where we where, as demonstrated by
the 32 plus not winds the day before (in the
rain), but if we just took the tinnie to the sand
beach near the marina and caught a bus in to
Bundy we would be restricted by the limited
timetable for getting back. As we were
catching up with friends we hadn’t seen for
over a year we didn’t want the time restriction.
So taking the rising tide (necessary for a
couple of really shallow spots – even for us)
we anchored between the bridge and the rum
distillery around 1100. We were ‘sort of’ in the
middle of the ‘channel’ (no markers) but we
hadn’t set a precedent – there was a big blue
boat in about the same position downstream
(and there was plenty of room both sides of us
at low tide for the Bundy Belle and the
rowers). We had at first tried upstream of the
upstream most yacht near the bridge but by
the time we put the appropriate amount of
chain out for the depth (we don’t stint) we
realised if we got pushed to extremes of the
rode we would be hitting the small dock on the
northern side of the waterway. As it is, after a
quick discussion with one of the locals a
couple of days later, that patch probably
doesn’t have enough holding power for us
anyway. (We did learn over the next few days
that up here, the tide is generally the greater
force).
(c) Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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After a delightful catch up with R&J we took a small
wander around town before returning to boat
where the late afternoon activities where polishing,
cleaning and sewing. We wallowed for the next
coupe of days; a bit of shopping, a bit more
cleaning - but no sightseeing. We had arranged to
go fishing on Saturday with Lake Monduran Barra
Charters (we have been before) and were
considering staying in town (we needed to be
picked up, clearly, and there is a great little jetty to
tie up your tender) but we were running out of fresh
water and Andrew was reluctant to make any in the
water at Town Reach (the water closer to the
river’s exit is cleaner, although it doesn’t look it). As
there was a possible weather window developing
to head north on Sunday we also needed to get
ourselves over the shallow bits of the river before
then, so ended up heading back downstream on
the 30th August to anchor between the mooring
field and the Sugar Sheds. This still ended up
being a couple of nautical miles from our tie up
point at Burnett Heads for pick up for the fishing
trip but it meant we could have a early exit should
the weather prove fruitful on Sunday. We
considered the anchorage just outside the duck
pond near the Burnett Heads VMR, east of the
marina but strong northerlies were expected (and
the observations over the expected event showed
gusts to high twenties and reaching thirty) so the
holding we had around the corner suited us – even
if it was going to be a long tinnie ride to get to
shore.
Friday 31st August was spent getting a load of fuel
from the Port Marina and taking a quick trip to
Burnett Heads where the 10 month street-scapeing
project was due to finish in two days. We coped
with the smell from the tar laying to enjoy a break
at the bakery - the vanilla slices are unforgettable!
Drying out at low tide. Low tide on the Burnett River
also reveals flotsam and jetsum from ages past, and
who knows what’s under
the surface from the last
few floods (the recent ones
being 2011 and 2013) – a
plastic
drink
bottle
I
mistook as a crab float is
actually attached to an old
mooring that only reveals
itself when the water is low!
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